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Alumni
Sarah (Sally) Fulton Reston Papers, 1930-2001

Box 1: 1930-2001

Personal Papers
Photographs and Slides
Writings of Sally Reston
Correspondence

Box 2:

Photos

Judy Cohen, Pusey and Ken Langstaff, House at 284 Briar Brae Rd: Rolls 1-4-3258, December 1967 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
JBR holding stick against rocks, Horses under tree, Orleans Rd: April 1970 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: Weather vanes, Kids playing tennis, JBR on beach: Roll 4-5-22150, Summer 1972 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: Painter atop fishing boat, Oak Bluffs Beach: Roll 2-22267, July 1972 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Mable Terry, Nixon Inauguration: Roll A, 1973 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Long Beach Picnic with Hornblower Family, B. Saltonstall on boat, Vineyard Gazette Photos: June 1973 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Aerial views of Martha’s Vineyard:1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Harbor Photos, Tree branches, Tanks and Church towers over Vineyard Gazette Building: Roll 8168, January 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
London Elections: Prime Minister Harold Wilson, Henta, Eaglesh candidate: Roll 1,2,6-N-17, February 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Wedding Anniversary Party at Miller House: Roll 1-8465, February 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Long Beach Picnic with Hornblower Family: June 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Edgartown Church and Fishermen at Sunset, Tennis at Senator Brooks’ house, Sailing, Jean Moanet: Rolls 1-5-14336, July 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Edgartown Sailboat, 4th of July Parade: Rolls 1,3,5-9914, July 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
British Minister Dennis Healy with JBR: August 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Savoy Window Scenes: Rolls 1-2-N-17, August 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Jim and Vinnie at Miller House: Roll 3-10545, November 1974 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Azores Bull Fight: 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
NYC Regatta: 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)

The materials listed in this document are available for research at the University of Illinois Archives. For more information, email illiarch@illinois.edu or search http://www.library.illinois.edu/archives/archon for the record series number.
Sea Scenes: 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Study of Fire Hydrant: 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Mexico Vacation: Tasco Pictures: Rolls 1-2, 4-6-10843, January 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Last day at Vineyard Gazette, James Pond: Rolls 1-2-11215, February 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Portugal Minister of Communications: Rolls 1, 2, 5-12184, May 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Chateau la Caze, France river: Rolls 3-7-7743, 1976? (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Tahiti and Sydney Photos: Rolls 2-4-18184, November 1977 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Damascus and Middle East Trip, 1978 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
JBR in front of vanity, Interview: Roll 2-19244, April 1978 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Oak Bluffs Ferry, Winter 1978 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Leslie Baynes House, 1970 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Communist China: Rolls 1-9, July 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Taken by JBR: Rolls 1-4, July 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Canton: Rolls 1-4, July 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Imperial Palace and Forbidden City: Rolls 1-8, July 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: School, Hospital, Factory Scenes of Peking: Rolls 1-7, July 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
Shanghai Acupuncture Photos, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Shanghai Airport and Train: Rolls A-F, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Peking and Tientsin: Rolls 10A-18A, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Peking University, Zoo, Airport: Rolls 22A-30A, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Northeast China, Shenyang: Rolls 30A-56A, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Shanghai Scenes: Rolls 56A-67A, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
China Pictures: Hangchow, Whampa River, Shanghai People’s Hospital: Rolls 68A-100A, August 1971 (Contact Sheet Only)
Republican Convention: Rolls 1-2-4249, 1972 (Contact Sheet Only)
Tennis at Martha Vineyard Yacht Club, Summer 1972 (Contact Sheet Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: Boy and dog in Vineyard Gazette, July 1972 (Contact Sheet Only)
Edgartown Regatta, Martha’s Vineyard: Rolls 1, 3-3976, July 1972 (Contact Sheet Only)
Cathedral Photos: Roll 1-10844, February 1975? (Contact Sheet Only)
French and Portuguese Personalities, July 1975 (Contact Sheet Only)
Cuba Photos for New York Times, August 1975 (Contact Sheet Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Regatta, 1979 (Contact Sheet Only)
Helmut Schmidt: Roll 49977, January 1982 (Contact Sheet Only)

Box 3:

Coast Guard Station, Boats, 1971 (Hard to read label, Negative Only)
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Practice Shots for Bob Striar, Kids at John Eaton Public School, 1972 (Negative Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: Shady Roads, 4th of July Parade: Roll 5-22267, 1973 (Negative Only)
Rock Creek Park, Fair, Crown Graphic, Trees, River, Jefferson Memorial, January 1973
  (Negative Only)
Botanical Garden, Statuary around Capitol Building, May 1973 (Negative Only)
Florence Cabin, Fairfield Fields and Sky, May 1973 (Negative Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Cemetery, Chimney Photos, Swans at Oak Bluffs, May 1973 (Negative Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: Jaws, Shark in Cage, Fisherman’s Boat, Bill of Rights, Schooner, 1974 (Negative Only)
Mexico City: Return Echeverria, August 1975 (Negative Only)
Mexico Highways, Martha’s Vineyard: Roll 12597, August 1975 (Negative Only)
Mexico: Echeverria, Zocalo: Roll 12734, October 1975 (Negative Only)
JBR at Lake, Fair Photos, Details of Gazette Building, Profiles of JBR: Roll 15214, August 1976
  (Negative Only)
German Chancellor Helmut Schmidt, General Al Haig, July 1977 (Negative Only)
Aerial Views from the Cape Cod Coast Guard, July 1977 (Negative Only)
Color Photos of Reston Garden, Kalorama Square, Summer 1978 (Negative Only)
Photos of Shadows at Cabin, July 1978 (Negative Only)
Mexico City: President Lopez Partieo, May 1979 (Negative Only)
Admiral Calvert at Home, U.S. Naval Academy, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Rhinocceri and Camp Scenes: Roll 1-19374, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Animals and Guide Terry: Roll 2-19374, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Animals: Roll3-19374, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Elephants, Israel: Roll 4-19374, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: People, Birds, Animals: Roll 2-19381, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Lions: Roll 1, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Animals and Tree Photos: Roll 2, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Plane, Loading up Car: Roll 3, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Giraffes: Roll 4, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Elephants and other Animals: Roll 5, Date Unknown
  (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Birds and Landscapes: Roll 6, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Guide and Elephants: Roll 7, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Giraffes: Roll 8, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Landscapes: Roll 9, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Elephants and other Animals: Roll 10, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Trees and Giraffes: Roll 11, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Camp: Roll 12, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Africa Trip: Photos Taken by JBR: Animals on Plains: Roll 13, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Central Park: New York City, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
4th of July, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Texas Governor Briscal, Austin Office, JBR at Austin Hotel, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Colorado Governor Love, First Energy Chief Press Conference, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Israel: Roll 5-19374, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Martha’s Vineyard Junior Hockey Team, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Vineyard Gazette Photos: JBR and waves, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
JBR Commencement Address: Roll 42905, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Bob Ruth in Martha’s Vineyard, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Weather Vanes, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Smithsonian Photos: Museum of American History, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Fish Derby, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Kennedy Meeting, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
New Entrance to Duke’s Historical Society, Sailing: Roll 2-8465, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Putting up Chinese Painting, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Scenery Photos: River and Castle: Roll 47743, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Snow Scenery Photos: Roll 1-16823, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Color Photos of Miller House and Surroundings, Photo of Old Dining Room Doorway, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Fishing Photos from Canada, Dog on Lake: Roll 1-15214, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Gilbertos Baby, NYC Ballpark, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Hong Kong: Boats and Buildings: Roll 1422, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
JBR in Vietnam, Naval Aircraft and Carrier, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Photos of JBR, Cabin in Woods, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Signing of “John Little Book”: Roll 1-18385, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Views from Pigeon Perch: Roll 4-1920, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Vineyard Gazette Photos: Agrie Fair, Woman Under Car Keeping Cool: Roll 2-15214, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Boy on Barrel, Fields, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Church Fair, Unidentified, July 1975 (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Color Photos: Home Surrounded by Palm Trees and Mountains, Unidentified, Date Unknown
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Dukes County Historical Society Museum, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Man Speaking: Rolls 53, 53-1, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Man at Work, Sylvia Monnet Dining Room: Rolls 1-2-9914, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Aerial Views of Martha’s Vineyard, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Pool Lounging, Tennis, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Regatta, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Rose Reston Home, Photos of JBR, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Photos Taken by JBR: Sally talking with a Lady in Garden, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Photos Taken by JBR: Sand Dunes, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Sand Photo, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Town Meeting, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
View of Shore from Water: Roll 5-14738, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)
Meeting, Winter Scenes, Venice, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet and Negative)

Box 4:

Artifacts from Exhibit Hall, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Beach Scenes, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Bird Outside Window, Plane Photos, JBR with Man, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Children Gathered Outside Woman’s Car, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Cliff Views from the Water, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Clock Decoration, Woman on Beach, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Ducks, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Enlarged Photos of Fields and Trees, Animals Grazing, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Enlarged Photos of Logs and Debris on Beach, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Fields, Houses, Weather Vanes, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Foliage, Houses, Beach Scenes, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Gatherings in Meetings and Offices, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
JBR in Bed: Going over Papers, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Man Speaking, Unidentified, May 1975 (Contact Sheet Only)
People Photos; Rolls 1-2-5719, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Poolside Photos, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Public Meeting, Demonstration, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)

River Scenes, Kids Fishing, Fences, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
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Sailboats, JBR with Man and Caught Fish, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Sailboat, Scenes from the Beach, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Sailing Photos: Roll 18495, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Scenes from Boat Dock, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Tractor and Hay, Sailboat, Building, Baby in Stroller, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Views from Art Museum or Gallery: Crowds Watching Man Painting, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Views of Church Decoration, Cabin Photos, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Vineyard House Rental?, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Winter Scenes, House Construction: Rolls 600-603, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Contact Sheet Only)
Aerial Views from a Plane, Cliff Overlook, Mugshots, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Africa Trip, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Africa Safari Trip: Animals Grazing, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Airport and Tropical Location, Hotel Photos?, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Baby Sleeping, Town Meeting, Unidentified, circa 1971 (Negative Only)
Beach Scenes: Kites, Girls Playing: Rolls 1-2-14736, June 1976, Unidentified (Negative Only)
Cabin Photos, A Couple, Town Scenery Photos, Church Steeples, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Cabin in Woods, Trails, Hills and Fields, Hard to Read Label, circa 1970 (Negative Only)
Children at Gazette Printing Shop, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Color Negatives of JBR, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Color Negatives of Asian Location, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Color Negatives: Picnic, Cabin, Kids Riding Bicycles, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Color Negatives: University of Glasgow Commencement , Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Fences, Church Steeples, Picnic, Cemetery Photos: Roll 14365?, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Fields, Forests, Animals: Roll 1-3768, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
FL at Martha’s Vineyard, Davis Lane, Limited Identification, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Florida: JBR and Bob Fuetone (sp?) Playing Tennis, Hard to Read Label, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Foliage, Side of House: Roll 3-14186, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Horseback Riding, Profiles of JBR, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Horses and Fields, Scenery Photos: Roll 3-7743, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Interview with Physician?, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Color Negatives of JBR and Man Examining Equipment: Roll D22946, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
JBR during an Interview, Location Unknown, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
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JBR and Sally in front of Churches, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
JBR and Sally at Ruins-Greece?, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
JBR on Martha’s Vineyard Road, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Photos of Kennedy Head and Other Statuary at Entrance to Kennedy Center: 2 Rolls, Hard to Read Label, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Madrid: Roll 31242, Unidentified, circa 1982 (Negative Only)
Man in Fields and Office, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Man at Soccer Game, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos, Unidentified, July 1978 (Negative Only)
Martha’s Vineyard Photos: View from Airplane, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Meal Outside Cabin: Roll 1-7743, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Mugshots of JBR, Chair, Trees, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Outdoor Scenes: People on Park Benches, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Color Negative Only)
People Picnicking on Beach: Rolls 102-104, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Sailboat at Sunset: Roll 5-7743, Hard to Read Label, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Sailing Photos, Palm Trees: Roll 325, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Sally in front of Mountains, Church Scenes, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Saltonstall Sailing, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Scenery Photos: Trees and Cobblestones, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Terry McCarthy, Cemetery, Martha’s Vineyard Gazette, some Aerial Views, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Trees and Window Scenes: Roll 57315, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
View out a Window: Roll 4-3768, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Views from Outside and Inside Apartment, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Woman Playing Violin, Hard to Read Label, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
Woods Photos, Some Animals, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)
World Bank Meeting in France, Unidentified, Date Unknown (Negative Only)